Eighto2 Shop Announces New T-Shirts and Apparel for Charity

New line adds to the company's T-shirts for a cause and mission-based apparel.

QUECHEE, Vt. (PRWEB) April 30, 2019 -- Vermont charity T-shirt retailer, Eighto2 Shop, is announcing a new line of clothing, apparel, and T-shirts for charity. Designed to be upbeat and happy, the new line of graphics builds on Eighto2 Shop's broad selection of charity T-shirts, hats, hoodies, tote bags, and more to help support customers' favorite charities and non-profit organizations, such as VH1 Save the Music Foundation, Humane Society of the United States, and RIZE Massachusetts. The new designs, according to the company, add a heavier dose of happiness, fun, and positivity to Eighto2's offering. Proceeds will be donated to specific charities each time a customer purchases products such as T-shirts for a cause on www.eighto2shop.com.

As Eighto2 Shop founder Paula Schmitt notes, "We’re excited to be introducing 11 new graphics that benefit all 11 of our charity NPO partners. The new designs are creative, fun, and thoughtful and can be found on our brand new line of T-shirts, beach towels, tote bags, yoga pants, and baseball caps. The designer for the new line, Jessica Vultaggio, is particularly close to Eighto2 Shop's mission, as she is a dear friend and was the significant other of our deceased son, Joseph."

Launched in 2018, Eighto2 Shop is a community-based effort to support charitable missions and celebrate the goodness and happiness that Schmitt's son Joseph brought to the world in his 20 years of life. Eighto2 Shop is committed to spreading goodwill and awareness for a variety of charitable causes across the company's home state of Vermont and throughout the world. To learn more, please visit www.eighto2shop.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.